
Government Advice/Laws - For most of us our Governing bodies are not

being decisive, so use the Government information to inform your decision

if/when to close to in person appts

National Health Care Advice - not just for your clients wellbeing, but for you

and your family

Government Budget/Economy support - keep up to date with any econimic

changes such as tax cuts, interest rate changes etc. Particularly if you are self-

employed ensure you understand what benefits you may currently be eligible

for 

Banks - both personal and business banks, ensure you know where they are

updating their information and register for any notifications.Some personal

banks have already offered in the UK to defer mortgage payments for

example. 

 

 

 

 

Use any measure available to you ASAP to get the maximum relief for you

and your business

 

These are uncertain times for us as massage therapists - but we can tackle

this being prepared. Use this information to help you create a plan for the

coming weeks

 

Remember to do your research and ensure any strategy works for you and

your business. This guide is designed for information only

KEEP UP TO DATE
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Unpaid invoices/loans - Easily forgotten, but now is the time to chase up any

unpaid appt or corporate invoices you are owed. If need be create a payment

plan with them - but aim to get some of the payment made to you ASAP

Higher Priced Passes - Sell a very limited number of 6/12mth passes for your

clinic. These will typically be to regular clients who already want to support you

and have a good relationship with you and the business. This is super

important because it allows the larger lump sum payment.Make sure you

create some written terms and conditions to cover both of you. 

Low cost appts ASAP - creating a low price offer (always give it a new name

rather than a straight discount!) will also get you immediate sales. But put two

condition in place 

 

 

1. ideally for clients who have not been to the practice for 6mths or more

2. To be redeemed BEFORE any closure. We've set this for 1 week - and

then will offer again if the advice allows us to stay open for the following

week. 

 

 

Use any measure available to you ASAP to get the maximum relief for you

and your business

 

IMMEDIATE CASH INJECTION

Getting cash in the bank is going to immediately

change how you think, feel and act. Be that adding to

current savings or just getting that initial lump sum in

there - either way here are some strategies to help

 
WARNING: Exhaust all options first that don't require you taking on more debt
OR having to work unpaid for a significant amount of time after your business
reopens. We want to tackle this issue NOT postpone the cashflow problem
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Full price gift vouchers - Start with this. Email your clients and post on social

media asking them to support your business by buying gift vouchers for

themselves or friends. We've got other lower cost strategies if you need it - but

don't sacrifice the income if clients are prepared to help. Even 1 sold is still a

successful strategy!

Donations - Give your clients the choice - if they are unable or don't want to

purchase a full price gift voucher but DO want to support the business, then

given them the option to support you with a donation. This can easily be set up

using a Paypal donation link. 

 

 

This will feel uncomfortable! So make sure it aligns with your values. Consider...

 

Sharing what you'll use the funds for; rent, staff etc

Choosing a charity for any unused funds to go to

Re-investing the funds to the business after you open

Thank you party for your clients support!

 

Use any measure available to you ASAP to get the maximum relief for you

and your business

 

ASKING YOUR CLIENTS FOR HELP

As massage therapists we are in a unique position.

Any regular client has a special relationship with us

and our business. It's loyalty way above and beyond

your favourite coffee chain! 

 
WARNING: Use these strategies when/how you feel best. Don't keep asking 5+
times BUT DO ask a few times for support. People are busy at the best of
times, but that doesn't mean they don't care. It's ok to remind them - just be
honest and transparent about how things are affecting your business.  
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Online appts - Most easy to do if you offer remedial or medical massage -

switch to offering telephone or video appts. Zoom is my video conferencing

tool of choice as it integrates with a lot of booking systems and has good

connection quality. 

Classes - Either live or pre-recorded. If you already run classes swap these to

online. If you don't then please dont worry if you get a low uptake or response.

Rather than going for paid in advance consider offering these with a Paypal

donation link for each class to get people used to attending classes with you!

Offer New Appt types online - here focus on one of your specific skill sets to

create a deep dive appt type. Examples include:

Focused flexibility

Exercise rehab

Deep relaxation

Breath work

Strength classes

Self:massage

 

 

 

Use any measure available to you ASAP to get the maximum relief for you

and your business

 

OTHER APPT OPTIONS

It may not seem immediately obvious but we have

plenty of services we can offer online to our clients.

So here are just a few ideas to get you started!!

 

WARNING: Ensure you stay within your scope of practice and create a system
for informed consent as you would do for your normal in-person records. 
 Document this before you start offering appts etc online for your
recordkeeping
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Collaborate - Work with local health & wellness professional to create some

specialist workshops for your clients such as:

Post-natal exercise

Meditation

Barre

Yoga

Pain Science etc

Courses - You can use software like Kajabi or Teachable, or a simple set of

automated emails to deliver a short course of videos or written exercises for

your clients to complete. Take any ideas you have had around this and start!

Now is the time to create!! Check out www.headstartclinics.co.uk/hipmobility

for an example

Challenges - Get clients to participate in a paid 5 day challenge. Very similar

to a course but this can be focused around a private FB group with FB lives or

activities to complete each day. This is often easier to get started and you can

trial the format one week and refine for the following week with a different

challenge

 

 

 

Use any measure available to you ASAP to get the maximum relief for you

and your business

 

OTHER APPT OPTIONS (PART 2)

Remember you don't have to do all of these! Be

strategies and work on the easiest to implement first

then go from there. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Survey your clients - if you are thinking of creating new services or classes
then ask your clients which they are interested in, so you can focus your
efforts on what they want, not what YOU think they want!!
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Reduce/cancel/defer payments - For both personal and work do the

following:

Consolidate debts - If you have ANY credit card debt at all then please

investigate what 0% balance transfer options you have available. These will

still require monthly repayments but are often significantly lower. 

Shop around - check your suppliers at business and home, switch utiilities

suppliers and investigate whether you can swap bank accounts and get a

switching bonus payment. 

 - Immediately cancel any unused subscriptions

 - Downgrade to lower plans where possible

 - Check your statements for annual payments (software often does this 

insurance) and switch to monthly payments temporarily

 - Check with your personal bank if they have brought in the option to defer

mortgage payments

 

 

 

 

Use any measure available to you ASAP to get the maximum relief for you

and your business

 

REORGANISE YOUR FINANCES

Use this as a proactive time to take a deep dive into

your finances - I did this recently and it's SO

therapeutic! We can make some responsible

decisions about our finances to immediately feel more

in control

 WARNING: PLEASE be aware of scams during this time - you WILL receive more
marketing around loans or finance offers. Research thoroughly, check online by
typing the name of the offer/company and 'scam' into google. Remember if the
offer is too good to be true or not through the official govenrment website it
probably isn't true!
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Recycle old mobile phones/tablets etc - search in google and you

can get a quote on this

Sell unwanted items on eBay - you'll be very surprised what you find

after a garage or attic clearout!

Freelance online - Upwork, People per Hour etc - You have MANY

different skills as a business owner! Browse these sites for ideas of

what you can easily do from home and do some freelancing

Apply for onlines roles - many customer support roles are online - but

remember to pick something that will easily fit around your clients and

you can vary the hours to give you the flexibility when you reopen! 

OTHER INCOME

Get resourceful here and have fun. Think of it as

finding the equivalent of cash down the back of the

sofa! These are all extra options available to you

AFTER you have worked through the rest

 

MORE RESOURCES
 

 Head to
www.massagetherapistbusinessschool.com/covid19

 

Subscribe to the Massage Therapists Business & Marketing
Podcast in your podcast player

 

Join the Massage Business Growth Strategies FB group
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